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Iam not a great poet but I love writing poems :)
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Alone..
 
From childhood's hour I have not been
As others were- I have not seen
As others saw-
My heart to joy at the same tone-
And all I loved- I loved alone-
 
I imagined friends to love me
I imagined that I played with them the whole day..
But sad that they were not real
Thats how I ended up being lonely I can say..
 
Now that I have grown up I thought things might change..
but everything is the same except my bloody age! !
still talking to my imaginary friends
and waiting for someone to love me..
I think its not possible in this life, next birth maybe! ! ! !
 
bhargavi kulkarni
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Dedicated To My Lost Phone..
 
Now that you are gone I have realised my mistake of throwing u here n dere...
 
and that moment when ur pieces used to fall everywhere...! ! !
 
Now that you are gone Iam haunted by ur memories n d calls n msgs dat made
me laugh and cry..
.	n even d calls dat pissed me n the msgs that made my bheja fry! ! !
 
Now that you are gone Iam reacalling those moments when you were my
timepass during class hour.
d songs u played for me while washing my clothes or taking a shower! !
 
Now that you are gone Iam feeling sorry for taking you for granted and my
negligence..
you are such a sweetheart with lot of memory and artifical intelligence! ! !
 
Iam sorry for being such an idiot and fool...
when someone kidnapped u I was trying to be cool! ! !
 
wherever you are, whatever you do..
just dont forget the friendly fingers of mine that used u! ! !
 
I know my emotions are useless coz u r nt a human n just a samsung touch..
but trust me I LOVE U N I MISS U SO MUCH! ! ! ! ! ! : (: (
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Frozen Truth! !
 
I'm lying on this frozen ground Lost, confused, shivering in the dirt of selfishness
of others
I close my eyes and open my mouth
I want to tell the world I'm hurt! ! ! ! ! !
 
With a gash in my side And a slash by my eye
I am weak and powerless, I was beaten, abused, and left to die
I feel tremendous pain and cannot move
I'm bruised and used from head to toe! ! !
 
I try to call for help repeatedly
But only to find that not a soul will know,
Inside I start to cry
A single tear freezes on my cheek, I try to lift my hand for help again,
For at least one kind person is what I seek! ! ! !
 
I'm lost and frozen in my own mind, Being covered in snow of lonliness from foot
to head,
I'm dazed, weak, and confused
I'm hurting, bleeding,  almost dead and beaten up wid my memories! ! ! !
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I Promise..
 
I can't promise YOU that I'll not change....
I can't promise YOU that I'll not have many different moods..
I can't promise YOU that I'll not hurt YOUR feelings sometimes..
I can't promise YOU that I'll always be strong....
 
BUT
 
I do promise YOU that I will always be supportive of YOU
I do promise YOU that I will share all my feelings with YOU
I do promise YOU that I will be completely honest with YOU
I do promise YOU that I will laugh and cry with YOU
Most of all I do promise YOU that I will love you always and forever¦
 
bhargavi kulkarni
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I Used To Dream Of
 
I used to dream of eyes so caring....
And loving arms to hold me.
I used to dream of heroic knights....
And how gracious they would be.! ! ! ! !
 
I used to dream of how I wouldn't settle.....
For anything less than best.
I used to dream of how he would majestically....
Lay all fears to rest.! ! ! !
 
I used to dream of fairy tales,.....
How wondrous would they be
I used to dream of story books......
All patterned after me.! ! !
 
I used to dream of a lot of things,....
But the moment I met you,
I immediately stopped dreaming,...
Because all of my dreams came true.! ! !  :)   :)
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I Wander Lonely
 
I wander lonely in the mist,
no where to go, no place to live...
dont know where Iam going, '
where mystic future is leading...!
I have learnt much and seen more..
but only a pebble on the shore! !
The sun is dim and my sight is dark,
shrowed in the midst of work! !
unseen awaits here and there,
to reveal itself everywhere!
It might be wisdom might be death,
it should be what my fate awaits! ! ! ! !
.
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Iam Searching For..
 
Iam a lonely road
of broken dreams.......! ! ! !
Its a boulevard that Iam searching for....! !
 
These stars are all so dull...
its the moon Iam searching for.....! ! ! !
 
Happiness is so angry at me...
Its life that Iam searching for....! ! !
 
There is a crowd around me at all times.....
its a friend Iam searching for...! ! ! !
 
My life is just like a path....
Its the destination Iam searching for...! ! !
 
Dont know what is it that Ive lost....
maybe its 'ME' that Iam searching for.....! ! !  :))))  :))
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Missing Myself! !
 
In a world filled with changes each and every day..
I feel Iam being judged for what I do and say..
I remember back to teddies and fun time at parks..
when I didn't worry about others remarks..
 
Now looking in the mirror I see to my surprise
a completely different person with fake charm in my eyes..
I miss being the little carefree girl of my mom and dad..
I find myself lost, gloomy and sad..
 
This is not the end, there much to arrive..
day after day Iam just growing old and trying to survive! ! !
 
bhargavi kulkarni
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My Dear Love..
 
whenever i was low you were there for me,
wiping my tears and making me smile like I have to be..!
whenever I lost courage you became my strength and power,
everytime as a friend companion and lover..!
whenever i was mad at you, u made me smile,
you made me forget my anger just in a while..!
you taught me to live and you taught me to fight,
you taught me to forget the darkness and follow the bright..!
words cannot express how much you mean to me,
you scroll in my mind every second as a sweet memory! !
I owe you my love, my life and much more,
baby Ive never felt this change in my life before..!
im sorry for every fight and misunderstanding from my side,
I confess everything to you and i have nothing to hide..!
If someone asks what is the best thing that happend to me,
then i would just smile and say' ITS THE LOVE OF MY BABY'! ! !  :) : *
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Random!
 
Mind wanders & wanders when you have nothing to do..
neither the old stuff nor anything new..
the brain does it work and starts to rewind..
it may be you best memories or something that you have left behind..
You go low all of a sudden..
Its like someone has loaded you with lot of burden..
when you are alone the thoughts what you get are insane..
though you are alright you can actually feel the pain..
Being alone is like a curse..
Its like an imprisonment or even worse..
Despite ur troubles and strife..
Its surely time for you to get some life! !
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You Are..
 
You're the thought that starts each morning,
The conclusion to each day.
You are in all that I do,
And everything I say.
 
You're the smile on my face,
The twinkle in my eye.
The warmth inside my heart,
The fullness in my life.
 
You're the hand that's laced in mine,
And the coat upon my back.
My friend, my love,
My shoulder to lean on.
 
You're my silly, mature, caring,
Thoughtful, bright, and honest guy.
The one who holds me tightly,
When I need to cry.
 
You're the dimple in my cheek,
The ever-constant tingle in my soul.
The voice that makes me weak,
The happiness of my life.
 
You are all I've wanted,
You are all I need.
You are all I've dreamed of,
You are all of this to me. :)
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